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Response to Generic letter 88-20
Individual Plant Examiiyt_ ion for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities - *

Gmeric letter 88-20 requested each nuclear power plant to perform a
systematic examination to identify any plant-specific vulnerabilities to
severe accidents and report the results to the NRC. Accordingly, attached is
the report of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Individual Plant Examination

((IPE) for severe accident vulnerabilities.

Completion of the IPE represents the culmination of several self-initiated
efforts undt:rtaken prior to tne issuance of Generic Letter 83-20 to enhance ,

Pilgrim Station's capability to address severe accidents. Chief among these
efforts was our Safety Enhancement Program (SEP) throu~'1 which we implemented
design and operational modifications to enhence contal ment performance and
decay heat removal capabilities. At the time of NRC issuance of Genaric
Letter 8C-20, Supplement 1, that detailed potential generic Mark I containment _

performance enhancements, we had already installed a hardened wetwell vent,
modified existing plant equipment to provide an alternate source of water
injectic,n into the vessel, implemented Revision 4 of the Emergency Procedurcs
Guidelines (EPGs), and installed a backun nitrogen supply system to provide
longer term pneumatic control capability to the Automatic Depressurization
System. The NRC later issued Generic letter 89-16 " Installation of a Hardened
Wetwell Vent" and used the Pilgrim Station brdened vent modification aad
associated 10'.FR50.59 analysis as a recomm-d example for other Mark I
plants to follow.

The Pilgrim Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), discussed extensively
within the attached report, is the cornerstone on which the IPE was conducted.
Our PRA efforts began with the performance of a limited scope IPE using the
Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking Program (IDCOR) methodology. As previously
mentioned, this was undertaken in advance of the formal NRC requirement to
better understand issues relating to severe accident phenomena and to provide
us with a iec'sion making tool for the ongoing SEP process. With this effort
as a founda m a, we committed in our response to Generic Letter 88-20,
Supplement 1, to enhance the limited scope IPE using standard probabilistic
risk assessment techniques. The resulting evaluation is described as a full
scope level 1 and Level 2 PRA. Also, to realize the maximum benefits, our
staff was involved in all aspects of the evaluation.
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The IPE results identified no containment performance vulnerabilities and
demonstrated a core camage. frequency due-to inteinally initiated events of

p 5.8E-05 per reactor year. Thus, no immediate correctric actions beyond those
already undercaken ar-: necessary. We credit the hardware and procedure '

changes emplaced through our SEP implementation as the primary influence in
arriving at these acceptable'results.

Additionally, several important insights were derived from the IPE by our-
staff. These insights, discus;ed in detail in the report, suTqest revisions
to the Pilgrim Emergency Operating Procedures and a re-assessment of overly -
conservative human error rates may substantially increase the estimated

_ probabilities of arresting .a core damage accident in-vessel and reduce the -
probability of the cominant early and late dr)well failures. Before-
implementing potential changes to the Emergency Operating Procedures, we
intend to pursue final resolution of these insights.through review and
discussion with other BWRs on their IPE resul'.s and through the BWR Gwners'.

Group, The knowledge gained through resolution of the insights will becnme an
- integral part of plant procedures and training programs.,

In summary, the results of the IPE confirm'the absence of any plant unique
vulnerabilities to severe accidents at Pilgrim Station. Implementation of-the
IPE program and involvement by our staff in all aspects of the evaluation has

; provided us with a better understanoing of the actual state of the plant and
its capability to cope with severe accidents.
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E. T.-Boulette

Commonwealth of Massachusetts)
County of Plymouth)

Then personally appeared before me, E. Thomas Boulette,-who being-duly sworn,
did state that he is Vice President - Nuclear Operations and Station-Director,

of Boston Edison Company and that he i., duly authorized to en cute and file-
the submittal contained herein in- the name and on behalT of noston' Edison

'

Company and that the statements in said submittal aN true o the best-of.his--
knowledge and belief.

My commission expires: h f/g gy_ M._
/TE / NT [BLIC
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Attachment: Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. Individual Plant Examination'

cc: See Page 3'-
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cc: Mr. R. Eaton, Project Manager
Division of Reactor Projects - I/Il
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,

Mail Stop: 1401
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1 White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Senior NRC Resident inspector
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
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